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E-commerce has witnessed a rapid development in recent years. Nevertheless,   
the growing amount of data, in addition with the increasing number of users and the 
rising amount of concurrency might become the bottleneck of e-commerce site which 
is difficult to break through. 
In order to tackle with the problems mentioned above, this paper focuses on the 
process of visiting a website and compares with each optimization during the process. 
Finally, we find the better ones and take them into practice. In addition, we put up with 
a suit of feasible solutions based on the projects we did before，and made some tests 
on the schemas. 
This paper aims at optimizing the performance of e-commerce platform by 
building clusters, so that we can enhance the speed of response and attract more users. 
The author introduced the corresponding optimization method during the process of 
users’ access to e-commerce site. In the stage of request, we can enhance the efficiency 
of dispensing request according to the scheduled strategies with the technology of load 
balance. During the processing of internal application, the data which is often used but 
hardly changed can be stored in the distributed cache, so that we can reduce the 
interaction of the application and the database and shorten the time of response. When 
the application makes interaction with database for reading or writing data inside, 
master-slave replication technology and MySQL Proxy can be used to separate the 
operation of reading and writing, which will classify the SQL requests and avoid the 
risk of a single point of failure. During the process of response when the server sends 
dynamic pages to the browser, the technology of changing dynamic pages into static 
ones can be used and we can generate and save the static pages which we often visit, 
then next time we visit, the server may send us the static one. Thus, the tedious process 
can be skipped and the speed of response will be improved.  
The author gives the corresponding implements and test methods and result 
analysis after every optimization scheme. According to the results of tests, we found 
















promote the performance of other e-commerce sites.  
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